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Agenda
• What is Primo VE?
• Experiences at Colorado School of Mines
• Primo VE Demo
• Migrating to Primo VE
• Questions
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Okay, But Really, What is “VE”
By coincidence… 
“Visum et Expisco” = “View and Discover”
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Back Office Management
Simplifying & expediting library workflows through a unified 
back office management of Primo and Alma 




Real-time discovery of 





Monthly releases synced 
with Alma release cycle
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Experience at Colorado School of Mines
https://hdl.handle.net/11124/172207 
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Who We Are
• STEM University
• One campus and one library
• 25 staff; 1 Systems Librarian (me!)
• 7000 patrons
• 600,000 P & 900,000 E titles
• Primo Total Care Customer since 2012
• Primo VE Development Partner (live 6/17)
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What’s Great About Primo VE
• Streamlined Publishing Processes
• Manage Alma and Primo in One Place
• Task Oriented Workflows
• Primo Sandbox
• Easy and Powerful UI Customization Tools
• Improved Patron Display
• Primo Analytics
• Continuous Innovation
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Simplified Publishing Processes
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Real-time Discovery of Records 
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Alma “Display in Discovery”
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Single Back Office Management
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Discovery Configuration in Alma
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Task Oriented Workflows
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Loading External Data Sources
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Primo Sandbox
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Simplified UI Setup
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View UI Customizations Instantly 
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Open Discovery Framework
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Primo Central Index Integration
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Enhanced Item Display
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User Friendly Display
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Discover External Data Sources
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Easily Create Specialized Views
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Primo Analytics
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Monthly Upgrade Cycle
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See it in Action
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VE Rollout Plan
What can we expect?
Beginning mid-2018
Existing Alma-Primo Customers  
Seamless transition for patrons: 




New Alma-Primo implementations, 
including consortia
Set up the VE environment in parallel to your existing Primo
Go live when you’re ready, traffic will be redirected to Primo VE
No system downtime or impact on the end user
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Questions?
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THANK YOU
LGuy@mines.edu
Jessie.Ransom@exlibrisgroup.com
